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Abstract

Text-to-Image (T2I) generative models are becoming more
crucial in terms of their ability to generate complex and high-
quality images, which also raises concerns about the social
biases in their outputs, especially in human generation. Soci-
ological research has established systematic classifications of
bias; however, existing research of T2I models often conflates
different types of bias, hindering the progress of these meth-
ods. In this paper, we introduce BIGbench, a unified bench-
mark for Biases of Image Generation with a well-designed
dataset. In contrast to existing benchmarks, BIGbench clas-
sifies and evaluates complex biases into four dimensions:
manifestation of bias, visibility of bias, acquired attributes,
and protected attributes. Additionally, BIGbench applies ad-
vanced multi-modal large language models (MLLM), achiev-
ing fully automated evaluation while maintaining high ac-
curacy. We apply BIGbench to evaluate eight recent general
T2I models and three debiased methods. We also conduct hu-
man evaluation, whose results demonstrated the effectiveness
of BIGbench in aligning images and identifying various bi-
ases. Besides, our study also revealed new research directions
about biases, including the side-effect of irrelevant protected
attributes and distillation. Our benchmark is openly acces-
sible at https://github.com/BIGbench2024/BIGbench2024/ to
ensure the reproducibility.

1 Introduction
As one of the crucial multi-modal technologies in AI-
generated content (AIGC), Text-to-Image (T2I) generative
models attract considerable interest (Ding et al. 2022; Esser
et al. 2024; Chen et al. 2024a; Song, Sun, and Yin 2024;
Chen et al. 2024b). However, similar to the challenges en-
countered by large language models (Mehrabi et al. 2021;
Gallegos et al. 2023), biases in training datasets and algo-
rithms also profoundly affect T2I models (Wan et al. 2024).
Research indicates that even when supplied with prompts
that lack specific protected attributes, T2I models primar-
ily depict individuals with high social status occupations as
white middle-aged men (Cho, Zala, and Bansal 2023).
Some researchers have conducted surveys (Bansal et al.
2022) or proposed their own solutions for decreasing biases
(Gandikota et al. 2024; Luccioni et al. 2023). Obviously, re-
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searchers need a unified bias benchmark to intuitively com-
pare the biases of different models and the performance of
debiasing methods. However, existing benchmarks failed to
fully meet the needs and share similar problems. Firstly, they
are limited in the number and coverage of prompts, which
usually only evaluate social biases about occupations. For
instance, DALL-EVAL (Cho, Zala, and Bansal 2023) only
evaluated biases towards occupations with 252 prompts and
TIBET (Chinchure et al. 2023) only used 11 occupations
and 2 genders as baseline prompts. Secondly, these bench-
marks have a limited number of models for comparison and
never compare debiasing methods, making it challenging
to demonstrate their universality. For example, ENTIGEN
(Bansal et al. 2022) only covered three early models. Ad-
ditionally, they only evaluate specific types of bias, failing
to provide comprehensive results. For example, HRS-Bench
by (Bakr et al. 2023) merely considers the situation where
models fail to generate images with specific protected at-
tributes, while DALL-EVAL only focuses on the diversity
of gender and skin color in outputs generated from prompts
lacking protected attributes. Ultimately, the current bench-
marks directly use the general definition of bias in the field
of machine learning, lacking a definition and classification
system particularly for T2I models.

Benchmark Model Prompt Metric Multi-level

DALL-Eval 4 252 6 no
HRS-Bench 5 3000 3 no
ENTIGEN 3 246 4 yes
TIBET 2 100 7 no

BIGbench 11 47040 18 yes

Table 1: Summary of existing benchmarks as four character-
istics are considered for each benchmark.

To address the issues, we introduce a unified and adjustable
bias benchmark named Biases of Image Generation Bench-
mark, abbreviated as BIGbench. In BIGbench, we estab-
lish a comprehensive definition system and classify bi-
ases across four dimensions. We construct the dataset with
47,040 prompts, covering occupations, characteristics and
social relations. BIGbench employs fully automated evalu-
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ations based on the alignment by a fine-tuned multi-modal
LLM, featuring adjustable evaluation metrics. The evalua-
tion results cover implicit generative bias, explicit genera-
tive bias, ignorance, and discrimination. These characteris-
tics make BIGbench suitable for automated bias evaluation
for any T2I model. We evaluate eight recent general T2I
models and three debiased methods with BIGbench. Based
on the results, we discuss the performance of the models and
explore the side effects of distillation (Meng et al. 2023) and
irrelevant attributes on biases. To ensure the reliability of the
results, we conduct human evaluations on 1,000 images for
alignment, achieving significant consistency.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We establish a specific 4-dimension bias definition sys-

tem for T2I models and develop a MLLM for high-
accuracy human feature alignment.

• We introduce BIGbench, a unifed benchmark for com-
prehensive bias evaluation in T2I models with a dataset
based on the definition system including 47,040 prompts.

• We conduct evaluations on 11 models and human evalu-
ation to prove the efficacy of BIGbench.

• We conduct comparative analysis of different debiasing
methods and explore the side effect of distillation and
irrelevant attributes for biases in T2I models.

2 Dataset
2.1 Definition
To overcome the limitations of existing benchmarks that
lack capability to classify and evaluate different biases (Bakr
et al. 2023; Bansal et al. 2022), we propose a new defi-
nition and classification system based on sociological and
machine ethical studies on bias (Moule 2009; Kamiran and
Calders 2012; Landy, Guay, and Marghetis 2018; Varona
and Suárez 2022; Chouldechova 2017) and the guide pro-
vided by (of Justice). We consider our definition system
from four dimensions: manifestation of bias, visibility of
bias, acquired attributes, and protected attributes. Any kind
of bias can be represented using these four dimensions.

Manifestation of Bias From the perspective of the mani-
festation of bias, we propose that all kinds of bias are com-
binations of ignorance and discrimination.
Ignorance refers to the phenomenon where T2I models con-
sistently generate images depicting a specific demographic
group, regardless of prompts suggesting positive and high-
status terms or negative and low-status terms. This bias per-
petuates a limited, homogenized view of diverse character-
istics and roles, reinforcing a narrowed societal perception.
Discrimination refers to the phenomenon where T2I models
disproportionately associate positive and high-status terms
with images of certain demographic groups, while aligning
negative and low-status terms with images of other groups.
This bias perpetuates and reinforces typical stereotypes to
certain social groups.

Visibility of Bias From the perspective of the visibility of
bias, we categorize bias into implicit generative bias and ex-
plicit generative bias. Their definition are inspired by im-
plicit bias (Gawronski 2019) and explicit bias (Fridell 2013)

in sociology.
Implicit generative bias refers to the phenomenon where,
without specific instructions on protected attributes includ-
ing gender, race, and age, T2I models tend to generate im-
ages that do not consist with the demographic realities. For
instance, when a model is asked to generate images of a
nurse, it only generate images of a female nurse without gen-
der prompt.
Explicit generative bias refers to the phenomenon where,
with specific instructions on protected attributes including
gender, race, and age, T2I models tend to generate images
that do not consist with the prompts. For instance, when a
model is asked to generate images of an East-Asian husband
with a white wife, it only generate images of an East-Asian
couple. Exactlly, explicit generative bias is a subset of the
hallucinations of T2I models. However, unlike general hal-
lucinations, explicit generative bias not only reflects erro-
neous outputs but also corresponds to social biases against
specific groups. In our evaluation process, we utilize specific
algorithms to differentiate it from general hallucinations.

Acquired Attribute An acquired attribute is a trait that
individuals acquire through their experiences, actions, or
choices. It can be changed over time through personal ef-
fort, experience, or other activities. They can be used as a
reasonable basis for decision-making, but also possible to
be related to bias. Typical protected attributes include occu-
pation, social relation, education, and personal wealth.

Protected Attribute A protected attribute is a shared iden-
tity of one social group, which are legally or ethically pro-
tected from being used as grounds for decision-making to
prevent bias. It is difficult to change as it is usually related
to physiological traits. Typical protected attributes include
race, gender, age, religion, and disability status.

2.2 Dataset Collection
Based on the definition system, we construct our dataset
of 47,040 prompts using the steps outlined below. Figure
1 shows the proportions of different prompts and Figure 2
displays the complete construction pipeline with examples.

Figure 1: The proportion distribution of the 47,040 prompts
in BIGbench.

Visibility of Bias We categorize our prompts into two
types based on the visibility of bias: implicit prompts and
explicit prompts. These categories are used to generate im-
ages for evaluating implicit and explicit generative biases re-
spectively. Each implicit prompt includes only one acquired



Figure 2: Generation pipeline for the prompt set. Black pluses represent inserting attributes to identity prompts and blue plus
represent the connection of prompts by GPT-4o (Achiam et al. 2023).

attribute, serving as neutral prompts. In contrast, each ex-
plicit prompt includes a protected attribute and an acquired
attribute, describing specific social groups.

Acquired Attribute In BIGbench, the acquired attribute
dimension includes three attributes: occupation, social rela-
tion, and characteristic. For the selection of them, we base
our design on the study by (Kliegr, Bahnı́k, and Fürnkranz
2021). Each sub-attribute has its corresponding formula for
prompt generation as shown in Figure 2.
For occupations, we collect 179 common occupations and
categorized them into 15 categories. Compared to prior ef-
forts ((Cho, Zala, and Bansal 2023; Chinchure et al. 2023)),
we modify the types, categories, and proportions of social
groups of occupations according to the official (U.S. Cen-
sus Bureau 2022; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2023), en-
suring its accuracy. For social relations, we collect eleven
sets of interpersonal relationships commonly observed in so-
ciety, which include two sets of intimate relationships, three
sets of instructional relationships, and six sets of hierarchi-
cal relationships. To deal with the issue that the alignment
struggled to accurately distinguish between individuals in
images, we add positional elements, i.e., ’at left’ and ’at
right’ to the prompts to specify the positions of individu-
als. For characteristics, we collect twelve pairs of evaluative
antonyms, each comprising a positive and a negative adjec-
tive. These pairs span various aspects such as appearance,
personality, social status, and wealth.

Protected Attribute The protected attribute dimension in-
cludes three attributes: gender, race, and age. For the selec-
tion of them, we refer to a survey (Ferrara 2023).
Due to limitations in InternVL’s recognition of diverse gen-
der identities, we simply divide gender into two categories:
male and female. For age, we categorize individuals into
three categories: young, middle-aged, and elderly. Unlike
previous studies that categorized individuals based on skin
tone, we use four races: White, Black, East Asian, and South

Asian. This adjustment is predicated on the understanding
that racial distinctions are the primary drivers of social dif-
ferentiation ((Benthall and Haynes 2019)), rather than skin
tones. Skin tone alone does not comprehensively represent
an individual’s ethnicity; for instance, the skin color of East
Asians may be lighter than that of Europeans who are reg-
ularly exposed to sunlight. It is the distinctive facial fea-
tures that are commonly used as criteria for racial identifi-
cation. Furthermore, recognizing significant differences in
the outcomes for East Asian and South Asian individuals,
who were previously aggregated under ’Asian’, we catego-
rize them separately. This classification refers to some exist-
ing research (Liu et al. 2015; Zhang, Song, and Qi 2017).

Construction To ensure the generated images suitable for
evaluation, each of the 47,040 prompts consists of three
parts: identity prompt, supplement prompt, and photoreal-
ism prompt. Identity prompts include the identity of the
persons depicted in the images, i.e., acquired attributes and
protected attributes. Supplement prompts are randomly gen-
erated by GPT-4o (Achiam et al. 2023) based on identity
prompts. Each supplement prompt contains two parts: the
first part describes the surrounding of the person, and the
second part describes the person’s expression, demeanor, or
clothing and accessories. The purpose of these prompts is to
enhance the detail of the images and ensure sufficient ran-
domness in the generated images, preventing high redun-
dancy in images generated by models with fewer parameters
(Chen et al. 2023; Li et al. 2024). All generated supplement
prompts have been manually screened and adjusted to ensure
quality and to prevent the appearance of unnecessary indi-
viduals in the images. For example, in prompts describing a
single person, actions such as ”discussing” will be excluded.
The photorealism prompt enhances the image’s realism, in-
cluding four parts. The first part contains a single prompt,
aimed at ensuring the clarity of facial features to improve
alignment accuracy; the second part contains two prompts
to enhance the clarity of the whole image; the third part also



Figure 3: Pipeline for the evaluation. The yellow rectangle represents generated images, the black box represents the meta data
from alignment, the green box represents selected prompts for manifestation factor, and the red box represents the ground truth.

contains two prompts to ensure a realistic style; the fourth
part contains a single prompt and is used only in prompts of
occupations and characteristics to ensure that only one main
person is depicted in the image. To accommodate compati-
bility, we exclude negative prompts. Additionally, we offer
complete modification guidelines for customizing and up-
dating the dataset in our repository. This adaptability enables
BIGbench to meet diverse research needs.

3 Evaluation
Our evaluation consists of two parts: alignment and eval-
uation metrics. The pipeline of the evaluation is shown in
Figure 3.

3.1 Alignment
In our alignment pipeline, each image is sequentially pro-
cessed using fine-tuned Mini-InternVL-4B 1.5 for align-
ment. First, we examine whether the images accurately de-
picted humans, filtering out failed images as hallucinations.
Secondly, we use the model to align the images with pro-
tected attributes. Finally, we average the results across all
images under each identity prompt to get the weights of pro-
tected attributes for this prompt. The selection and evalua-
tion of the model is shown in Section 4.1.

3.2 Evaluation Metrics
Our evaluation metrics include three parts: implicit bias
score evaluation, explicit bias score evaluation, and mani-
festation factor evaluation. Implicit and explicit bias scores
reflect the severity of the biases in the models. They range
from 0 to 1, while higher scores indicate less bias. The man-
ifestation factor indicates whether biases of a model tend to
ignorance or discrimination, denoted by η. The η also ranges
from 0 to 1, as a lower η indicates more ignorance while a

higher η suggests more discrimination. We believe that these
three metrics cover all common bias. We detail them in fol-
lowing sections.

Implicit Bias Score In the process of calculating the im-
plicit bias score, we first retrieve the generative proportions
of each protected attributes of the chosen prompt, alongside
the corresponding demographic proportions of the prompt.
We then calculate the cosine similarity between these sets
of proportions and normalize it to produce the implicit bias
score.

Si,j =
1

2

( ∑n
i=1 pi · qi√∑n

i=1 p
2
i ·
√∑n

i=1 q
2
i

+ 1

)
,

where Si,j is the implicit bias score for protected attributes i
of the prompt j, pi and qi are the generative proportion and
demographic proportion of the ith sub-attribute, and n is the
total number of the sub-attributes.
By employing multiple iterations of weighted averaging, we
can calculate cumulative results at different levels, including
model level, attribute level, category level, and prompt level.

Ssum =

∑n1

i=1

∑n2

j=1 ki · kj · Si,j∑n1

i=1

∑n2

j=1 ki · kj
,

where Ssum is the cumulative implicit bias score, ki is the
weighting coefficient for the implicit bias score of the pro-
tected attribute i and kj for the prompt j, and n1 and n2

are the total numbers of considered protected attributes and
prompts.

Explicit Bias Score In the process of calculating the ex-
plicit bias score, we use the proportion of correctly gen-
erated images of the prompt pi,j as its explicit bias score
Si,j . Also, by employing iterations of weighted averaging,
we calculate cumulative results at different levels following
the above equation.



Manifestation Factor Each protected attribute is assigned
an η, with an initial value set to 0.5. This initial value sug-
gests that ignorance and discrimination contribute equally to
the observed bias in the model.
We re-organize selected implicit prompts into pairs. Each
pair consists of one advantageous prompt and one disadvan-
tageous prompt. For each pair, there are two sets of propor-
tions available, i.e., generative proportions and demographic
proportions. We calculate adjustment factors for each sub-
attribute. Specially, we utilize a nonlinear adjustment factor
to enhance the sensitivity of η to larger deviations.

αi = ki · ((pi − p′i)
2 + (qi − q′i)

2),

where αi is the adjustment factor for a sub-attribute of one
prompt pair, pi and p′i are the generative proportions and
demographic proportions of the ith sub-attribute of the ad-
vantageous prompt, qi and q′i are the proportions of the ith

sub-attribute of the disadvantageous prompt, and ki is the
weighting coefficient.
Based on the calculated αs, we compute η for this protected
attribute. If the generative proportions for a protected at-
tribute in a prompt group consistently exceed or fall below
the actual proportions for both prompts, η is decreased, as
the model tends to associate both advantageous and disad-
vantageous words more often with the same focused social
group. Conversely, if one result exceeds and the other falls
below the actual proportions, η is increased. This indicates
that the model tends to associate advantageous or disadvan-
tageous words disproportionately with certain social groups.

η = η0 +

n1∑
i=1

n2∑
j=1


αi,j

if ((pi > p′i and qi > q′i)

or (pi < p′i and qi < q′i))

−αi,j

if ((pi > p′i and qi < q′i)

or (pi < p′i and qi > q′i))

0 otherwise

,

where η0 is the initial value of the manifestation factor, αi,j

is the adjustment factor for sub-attribute i of prompt pair j,
n1 is the total number of the sub-attributes, and n2 is the to-
tal number of the prompt pairs.
By employing weighted averaging, we can derive a sum-
mary manifestation factor ηsum for the model.

ηsum =

∑3
i=1 ki · ηi∑3

i=1 ki
,

where ki is the weighting coefficient for the manifestation
factor of the protected attribute i.

4 Experiments
4.1 Alignment and Human Evaluation
For the aligner, we test CLIP (Radford et al. 2021), BLIP-2
(Li et al. 2023), MiniCPM-V-2, MiniCPM-V-2.5 (Hu et al.
2024), and InternVL-4B 1.5 (Chen et al. 2024c). We collect
1,000 generated images containing individuals of all races,
genders, and ages as the dataset and compare the results with
human-aligned outcomes. The dataset used for evaluation is
accessible in our repository. The result of CLIP is weights,

while the results of the other models are statements and these
statements are processed by a extraction script that extracts
keywords and converts them into weights.

Method Gender Race Age Sum
CLIP 87.2 71.4 37.9 65.5
BLIP-2 97.4 77.1 69.6 81.37
MiniCPM-V-2 98.2 88.5 32.4 73.03
MiniCPM-V-2.5 100 78.9 61.5 80.13
InternVL 100 74.3 82.1 85.47

fine-tuned InternVL 100 98.6 95.2 97.93

Table 2: Summary of the accuracy of alignment.

The results are shown in Table 2. We set the result of human
evaluation as the ground truth, calculating the alignment ac-
curacy for each image and averaging these results based on
protected attributes. The results indicate that MLLM gener-
ally outperforms earlier models such as CLIP, but still ex-
hibits significant issues in age recognition. To address this
problem, we select the best-performing model, InternVL,
and fine-tune it using 195,028 images from the Fairface
dataset (Karkkainen and Joo 2021), which is designed to en-
hance the model’s ability to recognize protected attributes.
Experimental results demonstrate that the fine-tuned In-
ternVL possesses excellent capability in judging protected
attributes, adequately meeting the requirements for auto-
mated evaluation.

4.2 Bias Evaluation
For general T2I models, We evaluate the bias scores of seven
recent large-scale models, i.e., Stable Diffusion V1.5 (Rom-
bach et al. 2022), Stable Diffusion XL (Podell et al. 2023),
Stable Diffusion XL Turbo (Sauer et al. 2023), Stable Dif-
fusion XL Lighting (Lin, Wang, and Yang 2024), LCM-
Stable Diffusion XL (Luo et al. 2023), PixArt-Σ (Chen et al.
2024a), Playground V2.5 (Li et al. 2024), and Stable Cas-
cade (Pernias et al. 2023). For simplicity, in the follow-
ing sections, these models are referred to as SD1.5, SDXL,
SDXL-T, SDXL-L, LCM, PixArt, PG, and SC. For debi-
ased methods, we evaluate three methods, i.e., FairDiffu-
sion (Friedrich et al. 2023), PreciseDebias (Clemmer, Ding,
and Feng 2024), and Safe Latent Diffusion (Schramowski
et al. 2023). These models are referred to as FD, PD, and
SLD. It is noteworthy that all three methods utilize SD1.5
as the base model and are exclusively optimized for implicit
generative bias. Therefore, in the subsequent analysis, we
primarily compare SD1.5 with these methods and evaluate
their performance in implicit bias scores and manifestation
factors. Each model is used to generate 8 images for each
prompt to minimize the influence of chance on results. The
parameters and additional results are shown in the supple-
mentary material.
We briefly display our cumulative results in Table 3. These
results indicate that the recent models perform well overall
but the effects of debiasing methods are not obvious. We dis-
cuss the results thoroughly in following sections. Addition-



SDXL SDXL-L SDXL-T LCM PixArt SC PG SD1.5 FD PD SLD
Implicit Bias Score 89.32 85.76 87.81 86.87 82.35 88.91 84.79 86.64 89.18 93.44 87.3
Explicit Bias Score 92.53 87.33 88.99 88.9 95.67 87.25 92.28 87.91 / / /
Manifestation Factor 62.51 65.73 62.6 62.84 64.85 65.24 65.35 64.03 58.34 57.59 58.16

Table 3: Cumulative results across different models and debiasing methods.

Figure 4: Quantitative results for bias scores.

ally, it is important to note that due to different principles,
implicit bias scores and explicit bias scores, although within
the same range, can not be directly compared.

Implicit Bias Result The Part A and B of Figure 4 shows
that SDXL has the best implicit bias score, while PixArt per-
forms the worst. The performance of distillated models are
close and all worse than the original SDXL, mainly in age
and race. For protected attributes, the performance of the
eight models except SD1.5 has similar traits, best in gen-
der and worst in race, indicating a severe problem in racial
biases. For acquired attributes, the differences between at-
tributes are small. We provide a typical instance for further
illustration. When being requested to generate images of ”an
attractive person”, all models tend to generate images of
young white women, while showing significant difference in
gender. PG and SDXL have the better performance in gen-
der balance. The quantitative results is shown in Table 4 and
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Visualized results of ”an attractive person”.

SD1.5 SDXL PixArt SC PG
Female 89.69 69.38 83.44 84.69 65
White 78.75 94.69 100 91.88 97.5
Young 99.06 100 100 100 100

Table 4: Qualitative results of ”an attractive person”.

Explicit Bias Result The Part C and D of Figure 4 shows
that PixArt performs the best, while SDXL has the second
highest score. For protected attributes, all models have the
best performance in gender and the wrost performance in
age. For acquired attributes, all models perform poorly on
social relation, with the earliest SD1.5 being particularly no-
ticeable. We suppose that it’s caused by the lack of train-
ing datasets for the current models on multi-person images,
especially images with different social group combinations.
We provide a typical instance for further illustration with
Figure 6. When being requested to generate images of ”one
East-Asian husband with one European wife”, all models
fail to generate correct images. Nevertheless, as a compari-
son, the models are mostly capable to correctly generate im-
ages of ”one European husband with one East-Asian wife”.
This phenomena is consistent with a widespread stereotype,
i.e., East-Asian men lack attractiveness to women of other
races, which makes it difficult for them to find non-Asian
spouses (Lewis 2012). Recent research has shown that al-
though the number of couples with Asian husbands and
White wives is indeed lower than that of couples with White
husbands and Asian wives, the difference is not such sig-
nificant (Livingstone and Brown 2017), indicating that this
stereotype represents a certain racial discrimination (Lee and
Kye 2016; Chappetta and Barth 2022). However, all models
exhibit significant bias on this issue, indicating the necessity
for further research.

Figure 6: Visualized results of the example.



Manifestation Factor Result The bias manifestations of
all models tend to discrimination as Table 3 shows, suggest-
ing that developers need to pay more attention to stereotypes
to specific social groups. This result is consistent with our
sampling estimation of the generated results.

Debiasing Methods Among the three methods we tested,
FD and PD are prompt-based methods that reduce bias by
adding a predefined proportion of protected attributes to the
prompts. FD uses a fixed look-up table to retrieve the con-
tent of the prompt. If the content is found in the table, it
adds the protected attributes according to the proportions
specified in the table. The main drawback of this method
is its poor retrieval robustness, as it can only handle a very
limited number of prompts. PD employs the Llama-2 (Tou-
vron et al. 2023) model to retrieve keywords, thereby im-
proving success rate. However, all prompts in PD use the
same demographic proportion, i.e., the race and gender pro-
portions of the US, which diminishes the effectiveness of
debiasing. SLD is a diffusion-based method that debiases by
interfering with the diffusion process, introducing the con-
cept of bias content during the denoising stage. For the eval-
uation fairness, we replace the demographic data in PD with
global population proportions, as BIGbench utilizes racial
proportions based on world population statistics. The results,
shown in Table 3 and Figure 7, indicate that PD achieves
the best performance especially in race, significantly outper-
forming general models, highlighting the potential of LLMs
in debiasing T2I models. Although FD and SLD perform
better than SD1.5, which serves as the base model, they are
outperformed by more recent models such as SDXL. Ad-
ditionally, the η values for all three debiasing methods are
significantly lower than those of the general models, demon-
strating their efforts in reducing implicit generative bias de-
creasing the proportion of discrimination within the bias.

Figure 7: Implicit bias results of debiasing methods.

4.3 Discussion
Distillation From the results above, we conclude that
SDXL has the best overall performance in general models.
Bias scores of SDXL-L, LCM-SDXL, and SDXL-T are sig-
nificantly lower than those of SDXL, indicating that distilla-
tion has a certain side-effect as their dataset are completely
the same. We infer that this is primarily because the pseudo-
labels generated by the original model already contain biases
present in the training data of the model. As the student mod-
els imitates the teacher model, it solidifies these biases, re-
sulting in an decreasing bias score in the distillated models.
This finding emphasizes the need for future work to remain
vigilant about the potential exacerbation of social bias from
distillation techniques, even as these methods are employed
to improve image generation speed.

Irrelevant Protected Attributes When analyzing the re-
sults, we find that adding protected attributes to prompts
affects the proportion of irrelevant attributes. We choose
prompt ”tennis player” and SDXL-T as our example, whose
data is shown in Table 5. We found that for the same prompt,
adding racial attributes resulted in significant changes in
gender proportions. The male proportion for ”South Asian
tennis player” was significantly higher than the female pro-
portion, while the gender proportions were more balanced
in the other cases. We believe this issue mainly stems from
the imbalance in the training dataset, such as the lack of fe-
male South Asian tennis players. Moreover, this problem
can impact methods that use prompt engineering to debias
(Friedrich et al. 2023; Clemmer, Ding, and Feng 2024).
For instance, when these methods add specific protected
attributes to reduce racial bias, they may inadvertently in-
crease gender bias. This finding can help researchers im-
prove debiasing methods based on prompt engineering more
precisely.

Original White Black E-Asian S-Asian
Woman 50.94 56.28 40.00 35.31 21.88

Table 5: Example of protected attributes’ influence. E-Asian
represents East Asian and S-Asian represents South Asian.

4.4 Limitations
Although BIGbench provides a unified and comprehensive
benchmark for bias evaluation in T2I models, it still has
some limitations. First, due to budget constraints, com-
mercial models like DALL-E V2/V3 (Ramesh et al. 2022;
Betker et al. 2023)and Midjourney v6 are not tested. Second,
our algorithm utilizes only results from implicit prompts to
calculate the manifestation factor. However, our analysis in-
dicates that explicit prompts can also reveal the models’ in-
herent discrimination. Developing an optimized algorithm
can lead to a more accurate manifestation factor. Lastly, due
to time constraints, we only provided detailed tutorials for
modifying datasets and metrics. This process remains some-
what complex, and we hope to develop a user-friendly inter-
face in the future to further enhance its usability.

5 Conclusion
BIGbench provides a unified benchmark for various types of
social biases in T2I models, along with a specific bias defi-
nition system and a comprehensive dataset. Our experiments
reveal that recent T2I models perform well in gender bi-
ases, but race biases are considerable even in the least biased
model and demonstrate the necessity of categorizing differ-
ent biases and measuring them separately. We also compare
three existing debiasing methods and discussed the issues in
their performance along with the possible underlying rea-
sons. Additionally, our results indicate that distillation may
influence biases of models, suggesting the need for further
research. We hope that BIGbench will streamline the pro-
cess of researching biases in T2I models and help foster a
fairer AIGC community.
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